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Centering Children Rights and Best Available Science in the Americas 
States’ Human Rights Obligation in the Context of the Climate Emergency*1 

 
The world will be watching as the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (“Court”) deliberates on an 
Advisory Opinion 2 that will clarify States’ obligations to tackle the climate emergency and protect 
fundamental rights guaranteed by the American Convention on Human Rights (“Convention”), especially 
for children and future generations.3 Courts around the world have recognized that climate change could 
“jeopardize the survival of [humans] on Earth”,4 is coming dangerously close to “approaching the point 
of no return”,5 and that today “[greenhouse gas emissions] are released into the atmosphere beyond what 
prudence and respect for human rights require”6 risking the “human rights of future generations.”7 As 
the sole regional human rights court currently asked to provide an Advisory Opinion—together with the 
Court’s respected history of issuing globally influential opinions—the forthcoming Advisory Opinion 
outlining State’s obligations could profoundly influence the course of humanity. 
 
Understanding the weight the Court’s words will carry, this article provides an overview of a narrowly 
focused Amicus Brief submitted by Our Children’s Trust, the University Network for Human Rights, and 
Centro Mexicano para la Defensa del Medio Ambiente A.C. The Amicus was filed on behalf of twenty-
one young people and youth-led organizations with the support of 18 pediatric associations, collectively 
representing over one million medical professionals from more than 120 countries across the globe. The 
Amicus brief meticulously integrates advanced legal precedents and the latest climate and health sciences 
to provide the Court with a succinct framework for understanding States' human rights duties amid the 
global climate emergency, emphasizing the critical intersection of legal and scientific domains in 
safeguarding children's futures. This shorter synthesis aims to provide a succinct version of the brief for 
the wider legal community.  
 

Convention Rights Encompass the Right to a Life-Sustaining Climate System 

Climate change is the all-enveloping crisis that burdens numerous Convention rights with unrivaled 
severity and scale particularly the rights to life; physical, mental, and moral integrity; private life; health; 
water; food; housing; participation in cultural life; property; not be forcibly displaced;8 non-
discrimination;9 a healthy environment;10 and the rights as a child.11 This is undisputed. Climate change 
not only prevents the exercise of fundamental human rights—but also exacerbates the violation of these 
rights. A crucial first and foundational step would be for this Advisory Opinion to build on the Court’s 
existing jurisprudence—together with the emerging jurisprudence of other Courts12—and expressly find 
that numerous Convention rights encompass the right to a life-sustaining climate system.13  

The Requirement to Use the “Best Available Science” Obligates States to Observe the 
350 ppm Limit, Not the 1.5ºC Paris Agreement Temperature Target 

 
Courts have borne witness to many moments in legal history when questionable scientific evidence has 
contaminated legal processes and seriously harmed the innocent. To ensure all rights are justly upheld, 
the Court’s jurisprudence and international climate agreements require that “best available science” be 
used to determine States’ obligations to address the climate crisis.14 
 
Best available science has yet to be defined by any court15 and in practice means: (i) the most up-to-date 
science that; (ii) is based on internationally recognized scientific practices, methodologies, and 
standards, where such standards exist; (iii) maximizes the quality and objectivity of information used, 
including statistics and assumptions; (iv) publicly releases the data used to reach its conclusions, and 
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publishes its results through the peer-review process; (v) clearly communicates risks and uncertainties 
in the scientific bases for its conclusions; and (vi) reflects a consensus (where consensus exists) or at 
least rests on multiple peer-reviewed studies from different research groups.16 
 
In judicial proceedings where climate is at issue, the non-science based Paris temperature targets of 
“[h]olding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels 
and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels”17 have too 
often been improperly presented to courts as the best scientific evidence and the de facto legal standard 
for compliance with international legal principles, obligations, and human rights.18 Importantly, the 
1.5ºC Paris Agreement target is not compatible with best available science nor with States’ 
human rights obligations, for two critical reasons. First, the 1.5ºC target is a product of political 
negotiation, not science.19 Second, the best available science from the IPCC and countless studies find 
that 1.5ºC of warming is not safe posing significant risks to Earth’s systems and humanity20 and resulting 
in widespread and serious human rights violations on a staggering scale21 particularly for children,22 the 
global south,23 and small island developing states.24  
 
Instead of aiming for a political target, the best available science finds that to restore Earth’s energy 
balance25 and stabilize the climate system States must reduce the annual mean concentration of 
atmospheric CO2 from the 2023 level of 421 parts per million (ppm)26 (a level currently resulting in ~1.2°C 
to 1.3°C of temperature rise above pre-industrial levels)27 to 350 ppm or lower. This ceiling is known 
as the 350 ppm limit. The 350 ppm limit is not in controversy. Scientists continue to identify 350 ppm 
as the maximum “safe” limit for CO2 and no scientific body or journal—including the IPCC—has 
published any scientific evidence indicating that concentrations above 350 ppm are safe.28 
Moreover, emerging jurisprudence supports the legal finding that States should be obligated to adopt and 
implement climate action to achieve the 350 ppm limit, and not the 1.5ºC Paris target, as protective of 
human rights.29 
 
Another misconception that emerges from the 1.5°C target is that States can still emit CO2 in line with 
their “remaining” carbon budgets because the planet is not yet in an overshoot scenario. This is categorically 
incorrect. Earth crossed above the 350 ppm limit in 1988, the year the United Nations established the 
IPCC.30 Today—at ~70 ppm over the limit31—Earth has been immersed in an overshoot scenario 
for 35 years.32 Research concludes that “[i]f the present overshoot of this target CO2 is not brief, 
there is a possibility of seeding irreversible catastrophic effects.”33 The irreversible catastrophic 
effects that scientists are most concerned about are climate tipping points,34 or points of no return.35 
If one tipping point is crossed, it increases the likelihood of triggering other tipping points, causing an 
unstoppable cascade of impacts.36 This would further reinforce global warming, resulting in runaway 
effects that cannot be controlled, and may make large areas of our planet uninhabitable for humanity.37 
 
Importantly, the IPCC has recognized—with very high confidence—that the “Risks and projected 
adverse impacts and related losses and damages from climate change will escalate with every 
increment of global warming.”38 Based on this undisputed scientific fact, together with an extensive 
evidentiary record developed at a full trial on the merits, the District Court of Montana, U.S., legally 
concluded that, “Every additional ton of GHG [greenhouse gas] emissions exacerbates [youth] Plaintiffs’ 
injuries and risks locking in irreversible climate injuries[,]”39 and that “[Youth] Plaintiff’s injuries will grow 
increasing severe and irreversible without science-based actions to address climate change.”40 Given the 
global nature of climate change, these science-based findings of fact and conclusions of law are applicable 
universally and are poised to be adopted by other courts. The science is unequivocal: Without 
science-based action, children everywhere will suffer serious and sometimes grave climate-
imposed harms. 

https://grist.org/climate-tipping-points-amazon-greenland-boreal-forest/#sea
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States’ Obligation to Use “All the Means at Their Disposal” and Implement Policies that 
Reflect the “Greatest Possible Ambition” Requires the Phase Out Fossil Fuels by 2035,  

but No Later than 2050 
 

Recognizing that damage to the climate system may affect all human rights,41 including children’s rights,42 
the Court has affirmed that: (i) “States are bound to use all means at their disposal to avoid activities 
under their jurisdiction causing significant harm to the environment”;43 (ii) have a positive duty to mitigate 
significant damage that has occurred, including the obligation to “clean up and restore” the 
environment;44 and (iii) are obligated to protect, preserve, and improve an environment that has already 
been degraded.45 The Inter-American Commission of Human Rights (“Commission”) has also called on 
States to reduce their emissions to ensure a safe climate that enables the exercise of rights46 and “adopt 
and implement policies aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions that reflect the greatest possible 
ambition […].”47  
 
In the context of climate change, the necessary ambition to mitigate, protect, preserve, and improve the 
climate system requires States to return the level of atmospheric CO2 from the 2023 level of 421 ppm to 
350 ppm by the end of the century with further reductions thereafter.48 To achieve this, States must 
prioritize two principle means: (i) phase out the emission of economy-wide CO2 and minimize other 
greenhouse gas emissions; and (ii) maximize the removal of already-existing carbon dioxide pollution 
from the atmosphere.49 Focusing on the phase-out of fossil fuel emissions, hundreds of scientific studies 
find that CO2-emitting fossil fuels are not needed to power human energy systems50 and 
roadmaps developed by top energy scientists provide States with pathways to rapidly transition 
energy infrastructure in all sectors51 to 100% clean, renewable energy52 by as early as 2035, but by 
no later than 2050, with an 80% transition by 2030.53 Consequently, not only is this transition feasible, 
it eliminates carbon dioxide pollution, saves lives, creates jobs, and substantially reduces the risks 
associated with energy security.54 Equally as important, the greatest benefits gained will be in the 
communities currently suffering the worst environmental injustice.55 In short, the transition to a 
renewable energy system is a win-win for States, human rights, and children.  

The Continued Emission of CO2 Discriminates Against Children 

Every day, pediatricians worldwide bear witness to the unjust burdens bestowed upon children by the 
climate crisis. They, more than any other profession, understand how children are distinct from adults 
and, in turn, are disproportionately harmed by the emission of fossil fuels and resulting air pollution and 
climate change in ways that differ from older generations. Courts too have begun to reach this 
conclusion.56 In light of these disparities, the forthcoming Advisory Opinion could build on the Court’s 
existing jurisprudence by expressly recognizing that the ongoing emission of fossil fuels by States 
constitutes discrimination against children. 
 
This conclusion is legally logical because the Court and the Commission have already established that 
children are in a situation of special vulnerability to environmental damage and climate change.57 Further, 
pursuant to the Convention, children are entitled to extra protection58 requiring that all laws, regulations, 
policies, standards, guidelines, plans, and strategies effecting their right be made in light of the best 
interests of the child,59 and grounded in the principle of intergenerational equity which necessitates 
that “all children […] have the right to […] live on a planet equal to or in better conditions than their 
ancestors.”60  
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Factually, any conclusions reached by the Court finding children are in a situation of special vulnerability 
to the greenhouse gas pollution and the resulting dangers of climate change and air pollution would be 
corroborated by extensive medical research.61 The best available medical evidence universally finds that 
climate change disproportionally harms children for the following primary reasons. First, they are 
physiologically and psychologically different from adults.62 Second, they are dependent on caregivers for 
their safety and well-being.63 Third, children have more years left to live than adults do and will therefore 
be exposed to worse climate effects over a larger portion of their lives.64 Fourth, children currently bear 
the greatest burden of impacts of climate change, yet contribute least to the cause of the problem.65 
Additionally, children have no vote to change the policies that affect their short-term and long-term 
health, safety, and longevity on the planet. Consequently, explicitly recognizing that climate change 
disproportionately impacts children constituting discrimination would be a logical and incremental next 
step in the Court’s jurisprudence. 
 

The Continued Emission of CO2 Violates Children’s Rights to 
Physical and Mental Integrity and Dignity 

 
In cases “involving human health” the Court has held that “the lack of access to conditions that ensure 
a dignified life may also constitute a violation of the right to personal integrity[.]”66 As highlighted above, 
medical research concludes—beyond all doubt—that climate change disproportionately harms child 
physical and mental health.67 Climate science concludes—beyond all doubt—that every tonne of CO2 
emitted worsens the infringement on rights.68 Consequently, the Court could extend its jurisprudence to 
explicitly recognize that the continued emission of CO2 violates childrens’ rights to physical and 
mental integrity and obligate States to phase-out emissions from fossil fuels by 2050 at the latest 
to protect childrens’ physical and mental integrity for the following reasons. 

First, the increased occurrence and intensity of heat, fires, droughts, storms, and flooding resulting from 
climate change disproportionately impact child physical health in ways that are numerous to enumerate 
here and include death, premature death, physical injuries from extreme weather events, life-long 
respiratory issues from fires and heat, increased risk of cancer, water-bourne, food-bourne, and vector-
bourne diseases, dehydration, malnutrition, cardiovascular challenges, kidney failure, and life-long 
disabilities.69 Second, climate change can also disrupt access to essential health care services either when 
severe weather cuts off access to medical care or forces facilities to close.70 Further, the Court has 
recognized that “displacements caused by environmental deterioration frequently unleash violent 
conflicts” and that “Some of these conflicts are massive and thus extremely grave.”71 When children are 
displaced by climate change, they become especially vulnerable and far more likely to be victims of various 
forms of violence and abuse at all stages of their journey, resulting in an array of physical and mental 
injuries.72 
 
The ongoing emission of greenhouse gas pollution and resulting extreme events are also harmful to child 
mental health for three key reasons. First, when children are exposed to multiple climate stressors during 
childhood, the effects accumulate and compound over a longer portion of their lives73 resulting in 
intergenerational inequity. Second, growing up with an awareness of the gravity and urgency of climate 
change negatively impacts young people’s mental health causing emotional distress, a wide range of 
painful emotions, and adverse impact on their functionality.74 Third, children’s distress is exacerbated by 
a sense of betrayal that States continue to act in ways that contribute to climate change, and lack ambition 
in addressing it.75 In essence, the impacts of climate change undermine a child’s “very sense of hope”.76 
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Courts have already recognized that these physical and mental injuries and harms endured by children 
are legally cognizable injuries.77 This Advisory Opinion is perfectly positioned to strengthen these 
findings.  
 

Child-Complainants in Climate Cases are Entitled to an Ipso Facto Standard for  
Harm, Causality, Redress, and Notice 

 
The Commission has established that States have a positive duty to remove any obstacles that prevent or 
hinder access to justice,78 especially for complainants in situations of vulnerability, which certainly 
includes children.79 The Escazú Agreement80 and the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child reiterate 
this legal obligation81 underscoring a core principle established by the Court: the absence of an effective 
remedy to violations of the rights recognized by the Convention is itself a violation of the Convention 
and that the remedy must be “truly effective” in providing redress.82 

In turn, the Court would be well within its mandate to find that the Convention requires States’ courts 
to make special considerations when a child or group of children bring a climate case. Namely, if certain 
conditions are met, States’ courts must find that the harm, causation, and redress elements of 
standing, together with the notice requirement are ipso facto met by virtue of certain well-
established facts. Further, the Advisory Opinion could reinforce the role of national judiciaries and best 
available science in providing prompt and effective redress when fundamental rights are violated.  

With respect to harm, requiring a showing of particularized harm is inappropriate in the context of 
climate cases brought by children. It is established by climate and medical science that all children alive 
today were born into a climate system that is already broken, and all of today’s children are harmed 
disproportionately by this damaged system as compared to adults.83 Concerning causation, the causal 
link—from each tonne of CO2 emissions to climate harms to children—has been firmly established 
by science84 and by courts85 and this causal chain operates identically in every situation involving climate 
change where a State is continuing to promote a fossil-fuel based energy system rather than striving to 
transition to 100% renewable and clean energy by 2050, at the latest.86 In turn, it is unnecessarily 
duplicative and obstructive for courts to require children to prove the same causal chain again and again. 
Regarding notice, at the very latest, all UN-member States were definitely on notice that continuing to 
emit CO2 would cause dangerous global warming in 1992 when they established the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change and recognized that “change in the Earth’s climate and its adverse effects 
are a common concern of humankind”.87 Further, almost every year since 1995 negotiators have gathered 
annually for the Conference of the Parties (“COP”) and repetitively and explicitly issued countless 
warnings such as, “[C]limate change represents an urgent and potentially irreversible threat to human 
societies, future generations and the planet, that continued emissions of greenhouse gases will cause 
further warming and changes in all components of the climate system and that limiting climate change 
will require substantial and sustained reductions of greenhouse gas emissions[.]”88  
 
Finally, concerning redress, courts not only have the power but also the mandate to remedy 
wrongs. The core role of judiciaries is to determine whether challenged conduct violates fundamental 
rights obligations and declare law.89 A recent ruling on the role of the judiciary in climate cases invoking 
fundamental rights concluded, “It is a foundational doctrine that when government conduct 
catastrophically harms […] citizens, the judiciary is constitutionally required to perform its independent 
role and determine whether the challenged conduct, not exclusively committed to any branch by the 
Constitution, is unconstitutional […]. The judicial role in cases like this is to apply constitutional law, 
declare rights, and declare the government’s responsibility.” 90 And, in the context of the climate 
emergency, the remedy must be grounding legal redress in the best available science to be effective.  
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Conclusion 

 
Today, climate is the prism through which all humanity will pass. As the Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights Court originates a robust body of legal guidance at the intersection of human rights and climate 
change, the words of Brazil Supreme Court Justice, Edson Fachin, are particularly helpful to underscore 
the importance of this opinion,  
 

The climate question is the question of our time. It is the question that casts destiny upon 
us and the answers we formulate will decide the future of humanity—or if there will be any 
future at all. There is no other agenda, no other problem, no other question. The climate 
emergency is the antechamber to all others.91 

To answer the climate question, together with the specific questions presented by the Columbia and 
Chile, Amici respectfully suggest that the only practical and effective path States can take to comply with 
their international human rights obligations is to adhere to the laws of this Court and the enduring 
laws of physics and chemistry. Only then will we have a chance at safeguarding human rights, especially 
for children.  
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https://climatecasechart.com/wp-content/uploads/non-us-case-documents/2022/20220701_ADPF-708_decision-3.pdf
https://climatecasechart.com/wp-content/uploads/case-documents/2023/20230313_docket-SCOT-22-0000418_opinion-2.pdf
https://climatecasechart.com/wp-content/uploads/case-documents/2023/20230313_docket-SCOT-22-0000418_opinion-2.pdf
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{%22itemid%22:[%22001-45912%22]}
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_329_esp.pdf
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=33+U.S.C.+1321+-+Oil+and+hazardous+substance+liability&f=treesort&fq=true&num=2&hl=true&edition=prelim&granuleId=USC-prelim-title33-section1321
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/509/579/
http://www.velj.org/uploads/1/2/7/0/12706894/40.2_va_envt_l.j._rodgers_sancken_marlow_102_151.pdf
https://en.klimaseniorinnen.ch/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/221202_53600_20_Observations_GC_KlimaSeniorinnen_and_others_v_Switzerland.pdf
https://en.klimaseniorinnen.ch/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/221202_53600_20_Observations_GC_KlimaSeniorinnen_and_others_v_Switzerland.pdf
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Applicants also presented the 1.5°C target as the remedy on 559 pages of their 868-page submission even though the 
average global temperature was lower at the time the violations occurred.) see e.g. paras. 2, 5(a)(i), 5(e), and 5(f) (accessible via 
https://youth4climatejustice.org/case-documents/, last accessed Feb. 6, 2024); and ITLOS, Request for an Advisory Opinion on 
Climate Change and International Law, Case No. 31, Written statement of the commission of small island states on climate 
change (Jun. 16, 2023) (The Commission of Small Island States (COSIS) underscores “up-to-date scientific data is a critical 
yardstick against which States’ environmental due diligence obligations must be measured” and highlights the “devastating 
effects” Small Island States will suffer even if global warming remains under 1.5°C. Yet, the COSIS concludes that a 1.5°C 
target would be an acceptable legal standard.) see e.g. para 3 and 122 
https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/cases/31/written_statements/2/C31-WS-2-4-COSIS.pdf, see also 
ITLOS, Case No. 31, Amicus Curiae Submission, Our Children’s Trust and Oxfam International (Jun. 16, 2023) 
https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/cases/31/written_statements/4/C31-WS-4-8-
Our_Children_s_Trust___Oxfam.pdf). 
19 Andrea Rodgers et al., The injustice of 1.5˚C–2˚C: The need for a scientifically based standard of fundamental rights protection in 
constitutional climate change cases, Va. Env’t L. J., 40:102-151 at 102 and 105 (2022) (“By design, the Paris Agreement target 
began as a heuristic intended to guide policy decisions addressing climate change. A review of the history leading up to the 
Paris Agreement reveals the target was based on intergovernmental compromise, not science.”) 
http://www.velj.org/uploads/1/2/7/0/12706894/40.2_va_envt_l.j._rodgers_sancken_marlow_102_151.pdf; Béatrice 
Cointe et al., A history of the 1.5°C target, WIREs Clim. Change, e824:1-11 (2023) (Referring to 1.5°C as “originated with a 
political impetus”, a “politically driven target”; “politically approved”; with its origin ”clearly on the diplomatic side”; with an 
“overtly political history”; and “the result of intense and difficult negotiations”) https://doi.org/10.1002/wcc.824; and Juan 
Auz et al., The neocolonial violence of 1.5°C, Open Global Rights, Center for Human Rights and Global Justice and the Future 
of Rights Program at New York University School of Law (Oct. 6, 2023) https://www.openglobalrights.org/neocolonial-
violence-1-5C-threshold/. 
20 IPCC Global warming of 1.5°C: An IPCC special report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C, at 44 (2019) (“Warming of 1.5°C 
is not considered “safe” […] and poses significant risks to natural and human systems as compared to the current warming 
of 1°C […]. The impacts of 1.5°C of warming would disproportionately affect disadvantaged and vulnerable populations 
through food insecurity, higher food prices, income losses, lost livelihood opportunities, adverse health impacts and 
population displacements […]. Some of the worst impacts on sustainable development are expected to be felt among […] 
children […]”) https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/SR15_Full_Report_LR.pdf. 
21 IPCC, Global warming of 1.5°C: An IPCC special report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C, (2019) 
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/SR15_Full_Report_LR.pdf; IPCC, 2023: Summary for 
Policymakers. In: Climate change 2023: Synthesis report (2023) https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/downloads/ 
report/IPCC_AR6_SYR_SPM.pdf; and IPCC, 2023: Longer Report, In: Climate change 2023: Synthesis report (2023) 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_SYR_LongerReport.pdf. 
22 See e.g. United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), The climate crisis is a child rights crisis: Introducing the children’s climate risk 
index, 1-26 at 11 (2021) (“Almost every child on Earth is exposed to at least 1 […] major climate and environmental hazards, 
shocks and stresses.”) https://www.unicef.org/media/105376/file/UNICEF-climate-crisis-child-rights-crisis.pdf. 
23 See e.g. Matthew W. Jones et al., Global and regional trends and drivers of fire under climate change, Rev. Geophys., 
60(e2020RG000726):1-76 at 12 (2022) (At current levels of warming (1990-2019 average), South America has experienced 
the second highest increase in length of the fire season and has experienced the greatest increase in conditions conducive to 
fire ignition and spread anywhere in the globe. This is expected to worsen relative to the 1990-2019 average by 21% for fire 
season length and 55.6% for extreme fire weather under the 1.5°C scenario). 
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2020RG000726. 
24 See e.g. Michalis I. Vousdoukas et al., Small island developing states under threat by rising seas even in a 1.5ºC warming world, Nat. 
Sustain., 1-13 at 3 (2023) https://doi.org/10.1038/s41893-023-01230-5 (Small island developing states already suffer high 
losses and damage from extreme events. For instance, in 2019, tropical cyclone Dorian resulted in over US $3 billion in 
damages and losses linked to flooding only in the Bahamas, with 30,000 people impacted, 67 fatalities, and 282 missing. 
Losses and damages will increase as the world approaches 1.5°C); Adele M. Dixon et al., Future loss of local-scale thermal refugia 
in coral reef ecosystems, PLoS Climate, 1(2):1-20 at 4 (2022) (From 1986-2019, ~84% of areas within coral reefs served as a 
refuge for coral protecting coral from rising sea temperatures. At 1.5°C the area of refuge drops drastically to 0.2% ) 
https://journals.plos.org/climate/article?id=10.1371/journal.pclm.0000004. 
25. The Global Climate Observing System, Where does the heat go? (“Earth Energy Imbalance is the difference between the 
amount of energy from the sun arriving at the Earth and the amount returning to space. It serves as a fundamental metric to 
allow the scientific community and the public to assess how well the world responds to the task of bringing climate change 
under control.”) https://gcos.wmo.int/en/news/where-does-heat-

 

https://youth4climatejustice.org/case-documents/
https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/cases/31/written_statements/2/C31-WS-2-4-COSIS.pdf
https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/cases/31/written_statements/4/C31-WS-4-8-Our_Children_s_Trust___Oxfam.pdf
https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/cases/31/written_statements/4/C31-WS-4-8-Our_Children_s_Trust___Oxfam.pdf
http://www.velj.org/uploads/1/2/7/0/12706894/40.2_va_envt_l.j._rodgers_sancken_marlow_102_151.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1002/wcc.824
https://www.openglobalrights.org/neocolonial-violence-1-5C-threshold/
https://www.openglobalrights.org/neocolonial-violence-1-5C-threshold/
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/SR15_Full_Report_LR.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/SR15_Full_Report_LR.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_SYR_SPM.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_SYR_SPM.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_SYR_LongerReport.pdf
https://www.unicef.org/media/105376/file/UNICEF-climate-crisis-child-rights-crisis.pdf
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2020RG000726
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41893-023-01230-5
https://journals.plos.org/climate/article?id=10.1371/journal.pclm.0000004
https://gcos.wmo.int/en/news/where-does-heat-go#:~:text=The%20Earth%20Energy%20Imbalance%20(EEI,bringing%20climate%20change%20under%20control
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go#:~:text=The%20Earth%20Energy%20Imbalance%20(EEI,bringing%20climate%20change%20under%20control. (last 
visited Dec. 6, 2023).  
26 “Annual mean concentration of atmospheric CO2” is the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. It is measured in 
parts per million (ppm). Ppm is the number of CO2 molecules per million molecules of the air that sits 8-12 kilometres 
above the Earth’s surface. Just as one percent means one out of a hundred, one ppm means one out of a million. While each 
ppm denotes a very small numerical value, the geologically unprecedented large and rapid change in ppm of CO2 in our 
atmosphere over the last century are devastating for the planet and human rights, such that every ppm matters. See 
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/carbon-dioxide/ (last accessed Feb. 6, 2024). The 2022 annual mean concentration of 
atmospheric CO2 was ~419 ppm. This level was referenced in the Amicus brief as the 2023 average had not yet been 
calculated since the brief was submitted before the end of year. The 2023 level is now in and is ~421 ppm and is available at 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration at https://gml.noaa.gov/webdata/ccgg/trends/ 
co2/co2_annmean_mlo.txt. See e.g. James Hansen et al., Target atmospheric CO2: Where should humanity aim?, Open Atmospheric 
Sci. J., 2:217-231 at 217, 229 (2008) (“If humanity wishes to preserve a planet similar to that on which civilization developed 
and to which life on Earth is adapted, paleoclimate evidence and ongoing climate change suggest that CO2 will need to be 
reduced from its current 385 ppm to at most 350 ppm, but likely less than that.”) 
https://openatmosphericsciencejournal.com/contents/volumes/V2/TOASCJ-2-217/TOASCJ-2-217.pdf; Johan 
Rockström et al., A safe operating space for humanity, Nature 461:472-475 at 473 (2009) (“[H]uman changes to atmospheric CO2 
concentrations should not exceed 350 parts per million by volume [...] above pre-industrial levels.”) 
https://www.nature.com/articles/461472a; Will Steffen et al., Planetary boundaries: Guiding human development on a changing 
planet, Science, 347:736-746 at 739 (2015) https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.1259855 (“We retain the control 
variables and boundaries originally proposed—i.e., an atmospheric CO2 concentration of 350 parts per million (ppm) […].); 
Katherine Richardson et al., Earth beyond six of nine planetary boundaries, Sci. Adv., 9:1-16 at 2 (2023) 
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.adh2458 (Precaution places the planetary boundary at the start of increasing 
risk (350 ppm ≈ 1°C)”); Benjamin W. Abbott et al., Accelerating the renewable energy revolution to get back to the Holocene, Earth’s 
Future, 11:1-14 at 1 (2023) (“Despite convincing evidence that 1.5°C of warming would cause immense disruption to Earth 
systems, especially human civilization, many policymakers and researchers continue to treat this target as acceptable 
[…].”).https://doi.org/10.1029/2023EF003639. 
27 The indeterminacy of global average temperature rise is one of the reasons temperatures make a poor metric for 
evaluating the extent of global warming. For purposes of the submission filed on Dec. 13, 2023, Amici the average global 
temperature rise above pre-industrial levels through 2022 was ~1.1°C–1.3°C. This has been re-calculated here to include 
2023. The difference in the temperature records—and in turn the temperature rise about preindustrial levels from NOAA, 
NASA, Hadley, Copernicus and Berkeley Earth—make it difficult to determine whether and when global temperature 
targets may have been breached and are one of the reasons why measurements of atmospheric CO2 are much more precise. 
The IPCC indicates a “likely range of total human caused global surface temperature increase” of 0.8°C to 1.3°C however 
this ranges is outdated. 
28 Our Children’s Trust, Bibliography: Important Scientific Studies on the Limit of Atmospheric CO2 Required to Protect Human Rights, 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/656f36b262f6bf76c68df46b/ 
1701787314558/Important+Science+Studies+Curated+Biblio+Atmospheric+Boundary.pdf. 
29 Supreme Court of the State of Hawai‘i, In the Matter of Hawai‘i Electric Light Company, Inc, SCOT-22-0000418, 
Concurrence at pp. 9-11 (Mar. 13, 2023) (“Governments cannot use the 1.5°C Paris Agreement target as a mechanism 
to delay reducing emissions until that threshold has been met. […] The target for emission reductions must instead 
be based on the level of atmospheric CO2 that ensures a life-sustaining climate system. […] Current scientific 
consensus, as opposed to political consensus in the Paris Agreement regarding an acceptable increase in global 
average temperature, suggests that mitigation strategies must be consistent with achieving global atmospheric CO2 
concentrations below 350 parts per million (“ppm”) by 2100. […] Limiting atmospheric CO2 levels to below 350 
ppm is essential to […] ‘restore a viable climate system on which the life, liberty, and property’ of all people depend.”) 
and Montana First Judicial District Court, Held et al. v. State of Montana, CDV-2020-307, Findings of Fact at paras. 
67-92 (Aug. 14, 2023) bit.ly/HeldFindingsConclusionsOrder. 
30 Trends in atmospheric Carbon Dioxide, NOAA Earth System Research Lab., 
https://gml.noaa.gov/webdata/ccgg/trends/co2/co2_annmean_mlo.txt (last accessed Feb. 6, 2024). 
31 Trends in atmospheric Carbon Dioxide, NOAA Earth System Research Lab., 
https://gml.noaa.gov/webdata/ccgg/trends/co2/co2_annmean_mlo.txt (last accessed Feb. 6, 2024). 
32 For comparison with the unsafe target of 1.5°C: to achieve a 50% chance of keeping warming to—not below—1.5°C, as of 
January 2023 States could only emit a total of another 250 gigatons of CO2, which is around six years of current CO2 
emissions. Robin D. Lamboll, Assessing the size and uncertainty of remaining carbon budgets, Nat. Clim. Change, 13:1360-1367 
(2023) https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-023-01848-5. 
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https://gml.noaa.gov/webdata/ccgg/trends/co2/co2_annmean_mlo.txt
https://openatmosphericsciencejournal.com/contents/volumes/V2/TOASCJ-2-217/TOASCJ-2-217.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/461472a
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.1259855
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.adh2458
https://doi.org/10.1029/2023EF003639
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/656f36b262f6bf76c68df46b/%201701787314558/Important+Science+Studies+Curated+Biblio+Atmospheric+Boundary.pdf%20(last%20accessed%20Dec.%206,%202023)
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/656f36b262f6bf76c68df46b/%201701787314558/Important+Science+Studies+Curated+Biblio+Atmospheric+Boundary.pdf%20(last%20accessed%20Dec.%206,%202023)
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2FHeldFindingsConclusionsOrder&data=05%7C01%7Ckelly%40ourchildrenstrust.org%7Cb2e52cb7a77346cd2d4a08dbca5c2c55%7Cfbb1253e54564e7b92ed80b1f6ad175e%7C0%7C0%7C638326269476335490%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=u%2BKMcU2NlFer3QBKzMHZO4gqjXjNv6GwJUPZ83dBGd8%3D&reserved=0
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33 James Hansen, Target atmospheric CO2 : Where should humanity aim?, Open Atmospheric Sci. J., 2:217-230 at 217 (2008) 
(emphasis added) https://openatmosphericsciencejournal.com/contents/volumes/V2/TOASCJ-2-217/TOASCJ-2-
217.pdf; and Johan Rockström et al., A safe operating space for humanity, Nature 461:472-475 at 473 (2009) (“Transgressing 
these boundaries will increase the risk of irreversible climate change […].”) https://www.nature.com/articles/461472a. 
34 David I. Armstrong McKay et al., Exceeding 1.5°C global warming could trigger multiple climate tipping points, Sci. 377:1-10 at 1, 10 
(2022) (“[E]ven the Paris Agreement goal of limiting warming to well below 2°C and preferably 1.5°C is not safe as 1.5°C 
and above risks crossing multiple tipping points. Crossing these [climate tipping points] can generate positive feedbacks that 
increase the likelihood of crossing other [climate tipping points]” and “The Earth may have left a safe climate state beyond 
1°C global warming.”) https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abn7950. 
35 See Alexandria Herr et al., The 7 climate tipping points that could change the world forever, Grist (Dec. 3, 2019), 
https://grist.org/climate-tipping-points-amazon-greenland-boreal-forest/ (last accessed Feb. 6, 2024). 
36 David I. Armstrong McKay et al., Exceeding 1.5°C global warming could trigger multiple climate tipping points, Sci. 377:1-10 at 1, 7 
(2022) https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abn7950. 
37 See Will Steffen et al., Trajectories of the Earth system in the Anthropocene, PNAS, 115:8252-8259 at 8256 (2018) 
https://www.pnas.org/doi/epdf/10.1073/pnas.1810141115; and see generally David Wallace-Wells, The uninhabitable Earth: 
Life after warming (2019), https://www.crisrieder.org/thejourney/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/The-Uninhabitable-Earth-
David-Wallace-Wells.pdf. 
38 IPCC, 2023: Summary for policymakers, In: Climate change 2023: Synthesis report, para. B.2.2, see also paras. B.1, B.1.3, Figure 
SPM.2, B.2, Figure SPM.4, C.1.1, and Figure SPM.6 (2023) (emphasis added) 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_SYR_SPM.pdf. 
39 Montana First Judicial District Court, Held et al. v. State of Montana, CDV-2020-307, Conclusions of Law at p. 87, para. 6 
(Aug. 14, 2023); see also Findings of Fact at p. 24, para. 92 (“Every ton of fossil fuel emissions contributes to global warming 
and impacts to the climate and thus increases the exposure of Youth Plaintiffs to harms now and additional harms in the 
future.”) bit.ly/HeldFindingsConclusionsOrder. 
40 Montana First Judicial District Court, Held et al. v. State of Montana, CDV-2020-307, Conclusions of Law at p. 87, para. 7 
(Aug. 14, 2023) bit.ly/HeldFindingsConclusionsOrder. 
41 I/A Court H.R., The Environment and Human Rights, Advisory Opinion OC-23/17 of November 15, 2017, Series A 23, 
para. 64. 
42 I/A Court H.R., The Environment and Human Rights, Advisory Opinion OC-23/17 of November 15, 2017, Series A 
No. 23, para. 67; UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, General comment No. 26 (2023) on children’s rights and the 
environment, with a special focus on climate change (Aug. 22, 2023) (Finding that climate change is an “urgent and systemic threat to 
children’s rights globally” and describing the threats and harms environmental degradation and climate change presents to 
children’s right to non-discrimination; life; survival; development; to be heard; to enjoy freedom of expression, association, 
and peaceful assembly; to access to information; to be free from all forms of violence; to the highest attainable standard of 
health; to social security and an adequate standard of living; to education; to belong to Indigenous and minority groups; to 
rest, play, leisure and recreation; and the right to clean, healthy and sustainable environment.). 
43 I/A Court H.R., The Environment and Human Rights, Advisory Opinion OC-23/17 of November 15, 2017, Series A 
No. 23, para. 142 (emphasis added); see also para. 180 (“States must act with due caution to prevent possible damage. […] 
Therefore, even in the absence of scientific certainty, they must take ‘effective’ measures to prevent severe or irreversible 
damage.”). 
44 I/A Court H.R., The Environment and Human Rights, Advisory Opinion OC-23/17 of November 15, 2017, Series A 
No. 23, para. 172 (emphasis added); See e.g., I/A Court H.R., Juridical Condition and Rights of Undocumented Migrants, 
Advisory Opinion OC-18/03 of September 17, 2003, Series A No. 18, para. 81 and para. 1 of the final Opinion (States 
“should take affirmative action, avoid taking measures that restrict or infringe a fundamental right, and eliminate measures 
and practices that restrict or violate a fundamental right.”); and Montana First Judicial District Court, Held et al. v. State of 
Montana, CDV-2020-307, Conclusions of Law at p. 96, paras. 43-45 (Aug. 14, 2023) (Concluding that Montana’s language 
regarding the right to a clean and healthy environment is “forward looking and preventative” and “clearly indicate that 
Montanans have a right not only to reactive measures after a constitutionally-proscribed environmental harm has occurred, 
but to be free of its occurrence in the first place” and that the right to a clean and healthy environment requires 
“enhancement” and is “complemented by an affirmative duty upon governments to take active steps to realize this right.”) 
bit.ly/HeldFindingsConclusionsOrder. 
45 Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
(“Protocol of San Salvador”) November 16, 1999, Art. 11.  
46 I/A Comm’n H.R., Resolution No. 3/2021 Climate Emergency: Scope of Inter-American Human Rights Obligations of 
December 31, 2021, para. 11 (“States have an obligation to cooperate in good faith in order to prevent pollution of the 
planet, which entails reducing their emissions to ensure a safe climate that enables the exercise of rights.”). 
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